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the package files are highly compressed, which provides maximum savings when transferring data to a different computer. the program is a
full-featured unpacker that requires little installation, but is designed to be customized. for example, the peazip program lets you change its
name, adjust the file properties, change the size of the file, or even turn it into a portable file. easily accessible and uncomplicated to use,

the open source unpacker allows you to extract all popular data formats, such as zip, 7z, rar, tar or iso files. the interface is very simple and
the program's navigation is fairly straightforward. the archive tool lets you unpack rar, zip, xar, lzh, tar, bz2 or iso files, but without any

encryption. nullsoft scriptable install system is a scriptable deployment system and scripting language for microsoft windows using an open
scripting runtime (osr). the compilation of the program code is very fast as it does not require compiler. a set of functions as well as all

information to install the program are embedded in the script. this approach allows to keep the size of the code quite low. the script itself is
split up into different functions and is structured in a very logical manner. a large part of the script is made up of comments that lead the

programmer through the logic of the scripts. more importantly the script allows the programmer to override any function in the script. gnu
compiler collection is the compiler collection project that is a gnu project. it is free of charge and consists of a set of compilers for a wide
range of languages, namely c, c++, objective-c, fortran, java, go, haskell, objective-c++, scheme, and (dependent file) tcl, python, and

haskell.
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a compressed file is made up of one or more of special named blocks that are arranged in a certain
order. this order can be displayed by the original program, but this information is not always saved.
the most important block is the packer's block. zip uses only one of several packer formats, which

are more or less similar, but still different. for example, zip uses the lzw (linear or lempel-ziv-welch)
compression method to compress files. this packer is also used by 7-zip, so it can compress a zip file.

the lzw compression method offers very high compression ratios for the data that it saves. zip can
compress files by using all the information in the file, or only the data that changes (delta

compression). the latter method is very slow because it does not use the older data in the archive.
the shell package packer from xshelltools is an alternative to zippa and peazip. it offers more

functionality, such as the capability to extract the contents of multiple zip archives. this means that
you can combine various folders and files into a single zip file that you can archive again. all data,

including passwords, remain encrypted by the application. winzip is a very popular utility, of course,
and is available for a variety of platforms. the free open source package unzip, however, is definitely
worth a look for its design and functionality. although the user interface is similar to that of winzip,
open source unzip offers more features, including the ability to split zip archives into multiple files,

create archive files, exclude specified files or folders, and more. 5ec8ef588b
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